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Section 1 – Overview
1.

Introduction

1.1

Before the start of each financial year, local authorities are legally required to
have in place a Capital Strategy which has been approved by the full Council.

1.2

The Capital Strategy is applicable for both General Fund and Housing
Revenue Account (HRA) activities.

2.

Legislation and Guidance

2.1

The Capital Strategy has been prepared in accordance with the following
statutory regulations and code of practice:
a) Part 1 of the Local Government Act 20031;
b) Statutory guidance issued by Ministry of Communities, Housing & Local
Government (MCHLG) on:
(i) Local Government Investments2
(ii) Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP)3
c) Code of Practice issued by Chartered Institute of Public Finance &
Accountancy (CIPFA):
(i) The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities
(ii) Treasury Management in the Public Services

3.

Purpose

3.1

The purpose of the Capital Strategy is to provide:
•
•
•

3.2

a high-level long-term overview of how capital expenditure, capital
financing and treasury management activity contributes to the provision of
services;
an overview of how the associated risk is managed; and
the implications for future financial sustainability.

The Capital Strategy provides a framework for the Council to ensure that all
its capital expenditure and investment plans are affordable, prudent and
sustainable regardless of how they are being financed.

1

Statutory Instrument 2003 No. 3146 The Local Authorities (Capital Finance and Accounting) (England)
Regulations 2003
2
Statutory Guidance on Local Government Investments issued under section 15(1)(a) of the Local Government
Act 2003
3
Statutory Guidance on the Minimum Revenue Provision issued by the Secretary of State in 2018 under Section
21(1A) of the Local Government Act 2003 and Statutory Instrument 2008 No. 414 The Local Authorities
(Capital Finance and Accounting) (England) Regulations 2003
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3.3

Capital Strategy is an evolving document which aligns with council’s corporate
plan and other key council strategies. The strategy is also an integral part of
the Council’s strategic planning process and therefore, should be read
alongside and/or in conjunction with the following;
•
•
•

Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS)
Investment Strategy
Treasury Management Strategy

4.

Key Objectives

4.1

The overarching objective of Ealing’s Capital Strategy is to provide the Council
with a strategic planning and a decision-making framework to deliver a capital
programme that:
•
•
•
•
•

is affordable, financially prudent and sustainable;
ensures the Council’s capital assets are used to support the delivery of
services according to priorities within the corporate plan and the Council’s
vision;
links with the Council’s asset management plan;
ensures the most cost-effective use is made of existing assets and new
capital investment delivering value for money; and
supports other Ealing service specific plans and strategies.

4.2

The resources to deliver the Capital Strategy are allocated through the annual
budget process that sets the five-year rolling capital programme. Many
councils are at a point where capital resources are becoming increasingly
scarce and as such investment in assets is likely to have implications for
revenue budgets.

5.

Principles

5.1

Set out below are the key principles which have regard to the objectives of the
Capital Strategy in achieving councils’ priorities whilst maintaining focus on
capital resources in order to gain the maximum benefit.
1.

2.

3.

The capital programme will only include schemes which assist in delivery
of council priorities and which also generate a commercial return, as part
of its Budget Strategy to close the gap between expenditure and
resources.
The funding of the capital programme must be considered alongside the
revenue budget and balance sheet position as part of the Council's
MTFS.
The evaluation of capital schemes for inclusion in the programme will
follow an agreed process which allows scrutiny whilst not limiting
innovation and adaptability. This will be applicable to schemes that
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involve companies that are either wholly/partly owned by the Council or
where the Council holds an interest (i.e. PFI’s, partnerships).
4.
Capital scheme sponsors must demonstrate that a rigorous process of
options appraisal has been followed, requiring evidence of need, cost,
risk and outcomes. Capital investment proposals with a neutral revenue
impact are encouraged.
5.
Any optional appraisal must be undertaken in consultation with finance
using agreed proforma/template. Where any options are exploring to
fund scheme with borrowing or capital receipts then these must be
agreed and approved at the outset by the Chief Finance Officer.
6.
When applying for external funds bids should reflect council’s priorities.
7.
Capital schemes with unsecured funding (i.e. government grants,
partnership contributions and/or Section 106 receipts) will only be
incorporated within the capital programme when either:
i) a written confirmation setting out the value of external funding
secured including the agreed funding conditions;
ii) actual funding has been received by the Council
8.
All un-ringfenced capital funding and other non-specific council capital
resources that are not required to support existing commitments will
initially be pooled centrally.
9.
There will be no ringfencing of capital receipts to specific schemes,
unless specific approval has been sought either as part of the annual
MTFS and budget process or through separate report approved by
Cabinet.
10. Any capital schemes that underspend will see a budget reduction being
applied to reflect the revised capital expenditure and resourcing
requirements.
11. Capital scheme sponsors are required to ensure that schemes do not
overspend and where overspend are identified then appropriate
Executive Directors are required to identify savings through either
exploring external funding opportunities and/or re-purposing
uncommitted capital budgets.
12. Capital projects will be monitored and reported by the Chief Finance
Officer (Section 151) to Cabinet on a bi-monthly basis.
5.2

As well as using traditional funding mechanisms to finance capital schemes,
the Chief Finance Officer (Section 151) will also consider the use of new
initiatives and develop these options if it is considered financially
advantageous in the context of the Council’s Treasury Management strategy.

5.3

Given the evolving devolution agenda and the expectation that the Council will
work in a collaborative manner with the Greater London Authority (GLA),
London Councils and NHS partners, bids to the GLA or other organisations
which may have a matched-funding requirement will be prioritised. Regard will
be had during the appraisal process to ensure that the Council’s objectives
and capital investment priorities are achieved.

.
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Section 2 – Governance
6.

Current Governance and Approval Process

6.1

Council’s capital Programme involves the expenditure and financing of
£932.479m of capital schemes over the period 2019/20 to 2024/25. It is
important therefore given the risks surrounding capital projects that
appropriate governance arrangements are in place. For the Council these
governance arrangements encompass:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

The Capital Strategy itself which is approved annually at Full Council.
The Cabinet which approves all capital schemes in line with the
delegations set out in councils Constitution.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee which is responsible for scrutinising
the annual Budget Report (including the Capital Programme) and relevant
Cabinet Reports.
The Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) which has overall responsibility for
the management and monitoring of the Capital Programme.
Financial Strategy Group (FSG) comprises of the Chief Finance Officer,
Head of Accountancy, Head of Technical Finance and Head of Strategic
Finance and is responsible for scrutinising, reviewing and managing
financial strategies. Budget changes and/or additions to the capital
programme are considered by FSG and agreed by the Chief Finance
Officer (Section 151) (in accordance with The Constitution) before formally
being incorporated into the budget.
Directorate Management Teams which oversee and agree business cases
for capital schemes prior to submission to FSG, SLT and/or Cabinet for
approval.
The Constitution (including Financial Regulations, the Scheme of
Delegation and Contract Procedure Rules) which sets out the powers of
the Executive and senior officers with regard to capital expenditure.
Cabinet receives and approves budget update reports bi-monthly which
identifies any variation to the approved capital programme arising either
from the re-phasing of schemes, changes in resource availability and
requirements and new capital schemes.
All capital expenditure is guided by the Council’s financial accounting
framework which ensures that only expenditure that properly falls as
capital expenditure in accordance with accounting convention and / or
statutory guidance is capitalised.
The Capital Programme is subject to both internal and external audit
scrutiny.

7.

Review of Current Governance and Approval Process

7.1

To support the on-going delivery of both the Capital and Budget Strategy the
current process will be reviewed during 2020/21 to establish an updated
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governance and approval process to provide for a greater emphasis on the
link to strategic priorities and achievement of benefits and outcomes.
7.2

The outcome of the review and proposed changes will be taken through SLT.
The aim of establishing any new governance and approval process will be to
ensure that decisions for capital expenditure and investment plans are aligned
to corporate plan MTFS, treasury and investment strategies and have
effective subsequent monitoring of performance once capital schemes are
approved. As part of this process, there will be clearly defined roles and
responsibilities for all key stakeholders involved in the capital management
process.

7.3

It is important that Cabinet consider the medium term and longer- term capital
strategy through the MTFS process each year, the annual budget for the
forthcoming year through the budget setting process each year and the inyear delivery of the capital programme through the regular financial monitoring
reports.
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Section 3 – Budget Strategy
8.

The Link Between Revenue and Capital Budgets

8.1

Capital and revenue expenditure are separate components of local authority
budgets and funding for each is considered separately. However, a vital
component of successful financial planning is that revenue and capital
budgets are intrinsically linked as the impact of capital expenditure must be
reflected in revenue budgets. Therefore, this capital strategy forms a key part
of the Councils MTFS and budget process.

8.2

It is a statutory requirement under Section 33 of the Local Government
Finance Act 1992 for the Council to produce a balanced budget. In particular
the Council is legally required to calculate its budget requirement for each
financial year to include the revenue costs that flow from capital financing
decisions. This means that any increases in capital expenditure must be
limited to a level where increases in charges to the revenue budget are kept
to a level that is affordable within the projected income of the Council for the
foreseeable future. Such charges to revenue arise from increases in debt
charges caused by increased borrowing to finance additional capital
expenditure, and from any increases in running costs from new capital
projects.

8.3

The impact and affordability of capital expenditure must be considered in the
assessment of capital projects at the business case stage. Effective financial
planning must fully reflect the impact of capital plans on the Council’s revenue
budgets.

9.

Budget Approach

9.1

Budget Strategy

9.1.1

The budget process is priority-led; aligning the allocation of resources with the
priorities of the Council and associated priority areas referred as the ‘Future
Ealing’. The Council continues to use Future Ealing as a vehicle for delivering
the 2020/21 and future years budget strategy.

9.1.2

Contributing to the achievement of the Council’s Priorities and the nine Future
Ealing objectives and outcomes are a number of significant capital
programmes of activity that are now in delivery, notably:
•
•
•

Housing Delivery Programme that along with partners have delivered 992
(40%) of the 2,500 genuinely affordable homes target.
The Future Working programme to redevelop the Council’s headquarters
delivering housing and a more efficient operating environment for staff.
Digital programme
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9.1.3

All capital investment must be sustainable in the long term through revenue
support by the Council or its partners. All capital investment decisions consider
the revenue implication both in terms of servicing the finance and running
costs of the new assets. The impact of the revenue implications is a significant
factor in determining approval of projects. The use of capital resources has
been fully taken into account in the production of the council's MTFS.

9.2

Capital Programme Planning Assumptions

9.2.1

The planning assumption for the capital programme in 2020/21 onwards has
been for the Council to invest its limited resource against schemes funded
through mainstream, which contribute towards the Councils key priorities and
ensure that any cost of investment is affordable from a revenue budget
perspective.

9.2.2

There are certain capital expenditure items that will be unavoidable such as
Health and Safety. If these growth proposals are put forward these will need
to be funded by finding additional savings and increasing the MTFS budget
gap.

9.3

Invest to Save Proposals

9.3.1

The Council's invest-to-save mechanism has remained in place during
2019/20. It allows services to drive innovation in service provision, by
delivering budget savings that are allocated in part to replenish the Invest-ToSave Reserve. Proposals are anticipated to be developed within the scope of
the planned Outturn Reviews and other savings initiatives.

10.

Identification and Prioritisation of Capital Investment Needs

10.1

Investment Proposals

10.1.1 The basis of the capital programme is driven by the budget and service
planning process. This process begins in the early stages of the financial year
(June/July). The size of the capital programme is determined by:
•
•
•

The need to incur capital expenditure
Capital resources available
The revenue implications flowing from the capital expenditure.

10.1.2 As part of the budget planning process, services submit capital proposals to
be considered by Members for investment decisions. In general, a capital
investment appraisal process will focus on:
Strategic Case

Policy and strategic fit

Economic Case

Value for money, cost/benefit context
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Financial Case

Affordability and resource

Commercial Case

Commercially viable e.g.
redevelopment / regeneration
opportunity

Management Case

Capabilities and capacity within the
Council to be able to manage and
deliver such a project.

10.1.3 Capital investment proposals are either submitted as individual detail business
cases to SLT or submitted by services using standard capital bid appraisal
forms for the year that include the following sections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.2

description of the project;
project outcomes (including how it supports the council’s key priorities);
key dates and milestones;
costs of the scheme;
revenue implications;
funding source;
risks and dependencies (factors/events that need to happen before the
project can proceed).

Capital Projects Evaluation

10.2.1 Members determine the projects to be included within the capital programme
in light of the relative priorities and the overall impact on the revenue budget.
10.2.2 All capital investment must be sustainable in the long term through revenue
support by the council or its partners. All capital investment decisions consider
the revenue implications both in terms of servicing the financing and running
costs of the new assets.
10.2.3 The impact of the revenue implications is a significant factor in determining
approval of projects. The use of capital resources has been fully taken into
account in the production of the Council’s MTFS.
10.2.4 The Council’s policy is to agree the rolling capital programme on an annual
basis at the February Council meeting as part of the annual budget setting
process.
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Section 4 – Relevant Policies and Strategies
11.

Corporate Plan

11.1

Council Priorities

11.1.1 Ealing’s Corporate Plan for 2018-221 sets out three key priorities for the
borough:
•
•
•
11.2

Good, genuinely affordable homes
Opportunities and living incomes
A healthy great place

Future Ealing Programme

11.2.1 The three priorities are supported by nine priority areas which have been
agreed with local partners in health, education, policing, employment,
housing, local businesses and voluntary and community organisations via the
Future Ealing programme. The nine ways to make the borough better are:
1) A growing economy creates jobs and opportunities for Ealing residents to
reduce poverty and increase incomes.
2) Children and young people fulfil their potential.
3) Children and young people grow up safe from harm.
4) Residents are physically and mentally healthy, active and independent.
5) Ealing has an increasing supply of quality and affordable housing.
6) Crime is down and Ealing residents feel safe.
7) The borough has the smallest environmental footprint possible.
8) Ealing is a clean borough and a high-quality place where people want to
live.
9) Ealing is a strong community that promotes diversity with inequality and
discrimination reduced.

12.

Asset Management

12.1

Asset Management Process

12.1.1 Asset management is the process by which the Council considers whether its
assets are appropriate to deliver the high-quality services demanded by
residents. This process may identify several different outcomes for assets
including:
•
•
•
1

Change in use to meet the demands of a service.
Investment is required to improve the condition of an asset.
A new asset is required to better meet the Council priorities.

Council Plan 2018-22 Annual Update July 2019
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•

The need to dispose of the asset to realise its value in monetary terms.

12.1.2 The Council will regularly review its assets to ensure continued optimum use.
Whilst the capital programme will be used to bridge the gap to ensure that the
Council has sufficient assets in the long term.
12.2

Ealing’s approach to Asset Management

12.2.1 The Council’s approach to asset management is essentially service led.
Departments are actively engaged in establishing asset management
priorities as part of their annual service planning with property services
department. There is regular liaison throughout the year between Executive
Directors, Directors, service heads, Property Services and Corporate Landlord
team through SLT, Modern Council and other range of service improvement
project boards and teams.
12.3

Ealing’s Asset Management Objectives

12.3.1 The Council’s general objectives with respect to its assets can be summarised
below;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure the safety and wellbeing of occupants.
To ensure the most effective and efficient use of buildings and land to avoid
underutilisation.
Reduce carbon emissions and energy consumption.
Facilitate agile working in operational buildings.
To reduce underlying expenditure on maintenance and repairs by
focussing on planned, as opposed to reactive, maintenance.
To have a complete, comprehensive and up to date picture of the condition
and compliance of all buildings.
To support the release of sites for the development of affordable housing.
Obtain best value for open market disposals.

13.

Treasury Management Strategy

13.1

Link between Capital and Treasury Management Strategies

13.1.1 There are close links between the Capital Strategy and Treasury Management
Strategy. The capital programme determines the borrowing need of the
Council, essentially the longer-term cash flow planning, to ensure that the
Council can meet its capital spending obligations. This management of longerterm cash may involve arranging long or short-term loans or using longer term
cash flow surpluses. On occasion any debt previously drawn may be
restructured to meet Council risk or cost objectives.
13.1.2 Treasury Management, and its capital financing revenue budget, has an
intrinsic link to the Capital Programme and will change with every capital
budget decision.
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13.1.3 Ealing’s Capital Strategy and Treasury Management Strategy have been
reviewed to ensure compliance with the updated requirements across the two
strategies. The Capital Strategy should be considered alongside the Treasury
Management Strategy which between them provide the following:
•
•
•

A high-level long-term overview of how capital expenditure, capital
financing and treasury management activity contribute to the provision of
services.
An overview of how the associated risk is managed.
The implications for future financial sustainability.

13.1.4 The following is detailed within Ealing’s Treasury Management Strategy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A long-term projection of external debt, internal borrowing and the use of
cash backed reserves.
Sensitivity analysis around capital expenditure, borrowing levels and
capital receipts.
How debt will be repaid over the life of the underlying debt.
The authorised limit and operational boundary.
Local Prudential Indicators.
Treasury management governance procedures supporting decision
making and risk management.
Arrangements for the scrutiny of treasury management.

13.1.5 Appendix 9 sets out in detail Ealing’s Treasury Management Strategy.

14.

Procurement

14.1

The purchase of capital assets should be conducted in accordance with the
Contract Procedure Rules, ensuring value for money, legality and
sustainability at all times. Contract standing orders and rules governing the
disposal or write off of assets are contained in the Constitution which is
consistently reviewed.

14.2

The Council recognises that effective procurement lies at the heart of
delivering value for money and is essential if the Council is to obtain real
improvements to quality and service costs. The Council seeks to achieve
value for money by applying rigorous procurement standards in the selection
of suppliers and contractors to ensure efficiency, economy and effectiveness
is received throughout the life of a contract. The significant resources applied
to capital expenditure require the adopted principles of value for money to be
at the heart of its Capital Strategy. Specifically, the Council will seek to
strengthen the outcome indicators as part of post project reviews.
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15.

Housing Revenue Account (HRA) 30-Year Business Plan

15.1

HRA 30 Year Business Plan

15.1.1 Cabinet approved the HRA 30-year business plan on 21 January 2020 which
set out a 30-year capital programme, creating an investment capacity of
£939.390m, which will be continually reviewed and updated to ensure
affordability is maintained. The HRA will seek to utilise Capital receipts and
grants before resorting to borrowing to minimise any future revenue impact
15.1.2 There will be a close interrelationship between Broadway Living, the
Broadway Living Registered Provider and the Council in order to ensure cost
effective delivery of the planned 30-year capital programme.
15.2

5-Year HRA Capital Programme

15.2.1 Cabinet approved a 5-year capital programme for HRA of £416.857m
consisting of new schemes which include expenditure associated with the
GLA grant funded programme.
15.2.2 Together with regeneration, improvements to existing council properties is a
key focus of council’s HRA capital programme, ensuring that those properties
that reside outside of the regeneration schemes are maintained to a decent
standard, demonstrated by the allocation of £100.204m to these home
improvement works between 2020/21 and 2024/25.
15.2.3 These works include the completion of domestic and communal boilers and
lateral replacement programmes improving over 1700 homes, the internal
refurbishment of c.120 properties and an external refurbishment programme
of over 300 properties is anticipated to be completed in 2019/20. Subject to
successful procurement of external works contractors early in the new
financial year, the expectation would be that 500 properties would receive
works in 2020/21.
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Section 5 – Capital Expenditure and Funding
16.

Capital Expenditure

16.1

Capital spend is expenditure incurred in acquiring, constructing or enhancing
physical assets such as buildings, land, vehicles, plant and machinery that
have an estimated useful asset life in excess of one year.

16.2

The Council applies a de-minimis level of £10,000.

16.3

Where expenditure qualifies to be supported by capital grant and in
accordance with relevant funding conditions, the Council in this circumstance
can suspend in applying its de-minimis rule.

16.4

Capital Expenditure Plans

16.4.1 The Council determines the areas where it may need to incur capital
expenditure from the following: a) Identification of urgent health and safety requirements.
b) Review and delivery of council priorities (corporate plan and other service
plans).
c) Review of current and future asset management plan.
d) Changes in service areas where a change in need and/or demand may
require additional facilities etc.
16.4.2 Aligned to corporate and service priorities, individual schemes are included
within approved capital programme or are to be considered for a resource
allocation over the period of the Capital Strategy, having regard to the MTFS
and Budget Strategy.
16.5

Factors Driving Spending Plans

16.5.1 In addition to the Corporate Plan, Budget Strategy & MTFS which underpin
the spending plans, they are also driven by various factors, some of which are
listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset condition survey;
Increased capacity required from capacity assessment;
Change in asset requirements, e.g. technological, environmental
standards;
External funding requirements;
Member-led e.g. manifesto pledges; and/or
Government legislation.
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17.

Capital Resource Strategy

17.1

Context of Capital Resource Strategy

17.1.1 The Council’s strategy for deploying resources is to ensure that all resources
are utilised to achieve Council objectives. Whilst the aims and priorities of the
Council will shape decisions around capital expenditure, there is recognition
that the financial resources available to meet priorities are constrained as
result of the current economic and political climate.
17.1.2 The Council’s MTFS shows a funding gap for 2021/22. At present, the Council
is working to close the gap. Any additional capital expenditure which is not
funded through capital resources will increase this gap unless that expenditure
delivers revenue savings or income
17.1.3 In light of the above, it is imperative that capital expenditure plans are
affordable, prudent and sustainable. Given the Council’s MTFS position, it
aims is to minimise any impact on the Councils General Fund.
17.2

Utilisation of Capital Resources

17.2.1 Wherever possible the Capital Programme will utilise and maximise external
funding provided either by central government capital grant or other third party
contributors (e.g. developers). Whilst grants and other contributions will reflect
government and partner-led priorities they will nevertheless be deployed to
address priority needs for the Council.
17.2.2 The capital programme is also reliant on internal or locally generated funding
in the form of capital receipts from asset sales, direct revenue funding and
prudential borrowing. In more recent years and as a result of central
government cuts to grant funding, capital investment plans have become
increasingly reliant on capital receipts and prudential borrowing.
17.2.3 The Council has a substantial land and property estate. Where assets are
identified as surplus to operational requirements they may be disposed of,
resulting in a capital receipt. Capital receipts are generally not ring-fenced and
will be used in such ways as to maximise the achievement of corporate
priorities (including revenue efficiencies arising from capital receipts
flexibilities) or to finance capital schemes. Capital receipts may also be used
to repay amounts borrowed when there are clear benefits from doing so and
this is set out further in the Minimum Revenue Provision Policy.
17.2.4 Typically, the most expensive option for financing capital expenditure is
prudential borrowing so the Council will do what it can to avoid that unless that
borrowing yields income or deliver savings beyond the cost of borrowing. This
is a key objective for the Council.
17.2.5 The council has a number of different funding sources available to use for
capital expenditure. The different sources of funding are detailed below.
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17.3

Priority of resources to fund the Capital Programme

17.3.1 The Capital programme will use the resources available as follows;
•
•
•
•
•

Maximising the use of External Funding
Utilising Capital Receipts
Invest to Save Schemes
Contribution from Revenue
Borrowing

17.3.2 The revenue cost of borrowing for capital schemes where required, will be
built into the revenue budget for the appropriate year and approval will be
considered as part of the annual budget report.
17.4

Consideration of Capital Proposals with Mix Funding Sources

17.4.1 Schemes attracting partial external funding, such as grants for private sector
housing, will be assessed in the same way as those schemes which require
100% of funding from borrowing and will only be included within the capital
programme if they meet the council’s needs, objectives and priorities.
Schemes attracting 100% external funding would normally be included
automatically within the capital programme, subject to confirmation of the
external funding and the scheme meeting the council’s priorities. Such
schemes are usually supported by capital grants, or receipts from agreements
under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. A capital bid
appraisal form still needs to be completed for these proposals.

18.

Capital Funding Options

18.1

The availability, affordability and financial sustainability of capital funding will
limit the number and value of capital schemes which can be progressed.

18.2

The main sources of capital funding for General Fund and the HRA are
summarised in below.

18.3

Capital Grants

18.3.1 The Council mainly receives capital grants from central government but on
occasions may receive grants from other government agencies such as the
Heritage Lottery, Greater London Authority (GLA) and Transport for London
(TfL).
18.3.2 Capital grants can be split into two categories:
1. Non-ring fenced – resources which are delivered through grant that can be
utilised on any project (albeit that there may be an expectation of use for a
specific purpose). This now encompasses the vast majority of Government
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funding and the Council will initially allocate these resources to a general
pool from which prioritised schemes can be financed.
2. Ring-fenced – resources which are ring-fenced to particular areas and
therefore have restricted uses.
18.3.3 Grants can be awarded to the Council either via;
•
•

Direct Award i.e. Disabled Facilities Grant; or
Specific invitation through earmarked grant funding pot - schools benefit
from a significant amount of capital grants to fund their expansion and
improvement projects.

18.3.4 Where there is a requirement to make an application to an external agency for
external funding and, when appropriate, to commit Council resources as
matched funding to any bid for external resources, a business case (following
approval process set out above) must be presented to FSG and/or SLT for
approval and depending on the value may also require approval from Cabinet.
The business case must justify the bid for external resources and any council
matched funding prior to submission of the bid.
18.4

Section 106 (S106)

18.4.1 In considering an application for planning permission, the Council may seek
to secure benefits to an area or restrict uses or activities related to a proposed
development through the negotiation of a ‘planning obligation’ with the
developer which must be:
i) Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;
ii) Directly related to the development; and
iii) Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.
18.4.2 The planning obligation is known as the Section 106 1(S106) contribution.
Unless there are service specific conditions on the use of the S106, the
monies should be used to support existing Council priorities and commitments
rather than be allocated to new schemes.
18.5

Other External Contributions

18.5.1 Other external funding that the Council may receive to fund specific capital
scheme may be from partners such as other local authorities and CCG with
whom the Council may be jointly undertaking a capital project.
18.5.2 Where a capital scheme is reliant on external contribution service departments
will be required to have in place signed funding agreements before the capital
scheme or associated budget can be approved and incorporated within the
programme. Depending on the scheme and value of the overall project the
department may also require Cabinet approval.
1

Town and Country Planning Act 1990
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18.6

Revenue Contributions

18.6.1 Revenue budget can be used to fund the capital programme, either via a oneoff contribution to fund a project in its entirety or an annual sum to repay
Prudential Borrowing debt costs. Ongoing use of revenue should be assessed
in relation to the impact on council tax via the use of assessing its prudential
indicators.
18.6.2 Although the opportunities to fund capital expenditure directly from the
General Fund revenue budget are limited, there are examples of revenue
funding contribution to capital e.g. funds are allocated from the schools’
individual revenue budgets to supplement the capital resources allocated to
school’s improvement and expansion projects.
18.6.3 The HRA revenue budgets contribute towards specific capital schemes to
supplement the capital resources allocated to housing improvement and
regeneration schemes.
18.7

Earmarked Reserves

18.7.1 Reserves are set aside from revenue resources and earmarked for particular
purposes. The approved capital programme currently contains expenditure
which is funded from a combination of following reserves including ECIF,
Invest to Save and Major Repairs Reserve.
18.8

Capital Receipts

18.8.1 The council’s policy on capital receipts is set out below.
18.9

Private Finance Initiatives (PFI)

18.9.1 PFI schemes involve partnerships between the public and private sector to
fund public sector infrastructure projects with private capital. Under a PFI, a
private sector contractor agrees to accept the risks associated with the design,
construction and maintenance of the asset over the contract term, which is
typically for a 25 year period. The public sector partner pays an annual fixed
price during the contract term, part of which is subject to inflation. At the end
of the term, the asset is wholly owned by the Council.
18.9.2 Details of councils PFI liabilities are detailed in the Statement of Accounts.
18.10

Leasing

18.10.1 Services may enter into finance leasing agreements to fund capital
expenditure. However, a full option appraisal and comparison of other funding
sources must be made and the Chief Finance Officer (Section 151) must be
certain that leasing provides the best value for money method of funding the
scheme.
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18.10.2 Under the Prudential Code, finance leasing agreements are counted against
the overall borrowing levels when considering the prudence and affordability
of the authority’s borrowing.
18.10.3 Details of council’s lease liabilities are detailed in the Statement of Accounts.
18.11

Borrowing

18.11.1 The council’s borrowing strategy is detailed in the Treasury Management
Strategy (Appendix 9).

19.

Capital Receipts Policy

19.1

Overview

19.1.1 A capital receipt is an amount of money exceeding £10,000, which is
generated from the sale of an asset. The rationalisation of the asset portfolio
is a fundamental part of the asset management strategy it provides benefits
such as reduction in revenue costs that relate to surplus assets and it also
releases assets for disposal. Capital receipts are an important funding source
for the current capital programme.
19.1.2 The council’s policy is to treat all capital receipts as a corporate resource,
enabling investment to be directed towards those schemes or projects with
the highest corporate priority. This means that individual services are not
reliant on their ability to generate capital receipts.
19.1.3 The timing and value of asset sales is the most volatile element of funding. As
a result, the Chief Finance Officer (Section 151) closely monitors progress on
asset disposal. Any in-year shortfalls need to be met from increased
borrowing, up to the ‘Authorised Borrowing Limit’ which is agreed annually by
Council as part of the Treasury Management Strategy.
19.2

Flexible Use of Capital Receipts

19.2.1 MCHLG issued directive 2016 providing council’s with the flexibility to use
capital receipts for qualifying revenue expenditure. Ealing’s strategy is set out
in Annex A.
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Section 6 – Investment Strategy
20.

Non-Treasury Investments

20.1

CIPFA defines investment properties as properties held solely to earn income
and/or for capital appreciation i.e. the returns from property ownership can be
both income driven (through the receipt of rent) and through appreciation of
the asset value (capital growth). Both these factors should be taken into
consideration when assessing properties for acquisition.

20.2

The Council does not currently make capital investments primarily for financial
return. The Council has made a number of policy loans to third parties (e.g.
Broadway Living) which are listed in the Treasury Management Strategy and
reported separately in the prudential indicators under “Commercial activities/
non-financial investments

20.3

The strategy proposes that the Council continues to consider investing
prudently on a commercial basis and to take advantage of opportunities as
they present themselves, ensuring that any decisions are made following a
robust analysis and strong governance process
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Section 7 – Capital Programme
21.

Approved Capital Programme

21.1

The council’s current capital programme includes various programmes,
including the Council housing estate improvement and new build programme,
development of the new Civic Centre and expansion works at various schools,
as well as improvements to transport links

21.2

Details of the Council’s 5-year programme are included within Appendix 7,
whilst the new schemes being recommended to be adopted in the General
Fund by Cabinet and the Full Council are set out in Appendix 6.

21.3

The table below provides summary of the Capital Programme, including
scheme slippage for period 8.

Table 1a: Approved Capital Programme Spend

£M
Capital Programme 2019/20 to 2024/25
Schools
Children's Services
Adults and Public Health
Services
Total Children's and
Adults
Environment & Leisure
Built Environment
Housing (General Fund)
Regeneration
Safer Communities
Total Place
ICT & Property Services
Finance
Council Wide Schemes
Total Chief Executive
Total General Fund
HRA
Capital Programme
Total

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24 2024/25

Total

17.047
1.823

28.361
0.000

25.400
0.000

8.250
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

79.058
1.823

0.720

1.129

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.849

19.589
17.402
3.549
5.781
11.036
1.437
39.205
2.216
0.022
15.323
17.560
76.355
63.670

29.490
21.724
4.866
5.290
9.955
0.650
42.484
4.510
0.000
167.586
172.096
244.070
103.027

25.400
0.000
3.791
1.930
8.500
0.000
14.221
0.000
0.000
43.008
43.008
82.629
93.708

8.250
0.000
3.791
1.030
4.259
0.000
9.080
0.000
0.000
28.859
28.859
46.189
93.834

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
69.978

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
59.020

82.729
39.126
15.997
14.031
33.751
2.087
104.991
6.726
0.022
254.776
261.523
449.244
483.237

140.025

347.097

176.337

140.023

69.978

59.020

932.480
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Table 1b: Approved Capital Programme Funding for General Fund

General Fund Capital
Programme Funding 2019/20 to 2024/25

£M
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

39.990

187.793

59.188

37.998

0.000

0.000 324.969

Capital Receipts

1.015

1.646

7.400

2.450

0.000

0.000

Specific Funding

35.350

54.632

16.041

5.741

0.000

0.000 111.764

29.714
0.081
1.148
0.824
0.000
0.015
3.569

37.432
0.000
0.570
0.045
0.000
6.967
9.619

15.041
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

4.791
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.950

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

76.355

244.070

82.629

46.189

0.000

0.000 449.244

Mainstream Funding

(Split as Follows)

-Grant
-Revenue Contribution
-Reserve Drawdown
-Parking Revenue Account
-Invest to Save
-Partnership
-S106
Total Funding - General
Fund

2023/24 2024/25

Total

12.511

86.978
0.081
1.717
0.869
0.000
6.982
15.138

Table 1c: Approved Capital Programme Funding for HRA

HRA Capital Programme
Funding - 2019/20 to
2024/25

£M
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

0.000

28.729

29.017

49.253

9.540

22.448

138.988

47.483

37.583

31.792

23.290

35.499

18.622

194.269

16.186

16.186

16.186

16.186

16.186

16.186

149.979

-Grant
-Reserve Drawdown
-HRA Contribution
-Partnership

0.200
14.322
0.000
1.664

19.686
14.128
1.900
1.000

17.319
14.085
0.495
1.000

3.965
14.085
2.241
1.000

6.054
14.085
3.500
1.300

0.000
14.085
2.565
1.300

47.224
84.790
10.701
7.264

Total Funding - HRA

63.670

103.027

93.708

93.834

69.978

59.020

483.236

Mainstream Funding
Capital Receipts
Specific Funding
(Split as Follows)

2023/24 2024/25

Total

22.

Additions to the Capital Programme

22.1

Appendix 6 of the Budget Strategy reports sets out the new capital schemes
that are being recommended to be adopted in the programme. A total of
c£18m is being proposed to be added for the General Fund programme fully
funded from borrowing. All of these schemes have been assessed in
accordance with the strategy revenue impact of which has been included
within the MTFS. Table below provides summary by service department of the
additions.
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Table 2: Additions to the Capital Programme

£M
Capital Programme Additions 2020/21 to 2024/25

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

Total

Children's Services
Adults and Public Health Services
Total Children's and Adults
Environment & Leisure
Total Place
ICT & Property Services
Total Chief Executive

0.293
0.450
0.743
5.000
5.000
2.895
2.895

0.321
0.450
0.771
0.000
0.000
1.850
1.850

0.380
0.450
0.830
0.000
0.000
1.850
1.850

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.850
1.850

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.850
1.850

0.994
1.350
2.344
5.000
5.000
10.295
10.295

Total General Fund

8.638

2.621

2.680

1.850

1.850

17.639

Mainstream Funding

8.638

2.621

2.680

1.850

1.850

17.639

Total Funding

8.638

2.621

2.680

1.850

1.850

17.639
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Section 8 – Other Long-Term Liabilities
23.

Service / Policy Investments

23.1

The Council can lend money to third parties e.g. subsidiaries, special purpose
vehicle, registered providers, suppliers, local business, local charities, housing
associations, residents and its employees to support local public services and
stimulate local economic growth.

23.2

Details of council’s current service investment related loans are set out in the
Treasury Management (Appendix 9).
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Section 9 – Risk Management
24.

Risk Management Overview

24.1

This section considers the council’s risk appetite about its capital investments
and commercial activities, i.e. the amount of risk that the council is prepared
to accept, tolerate, or be exposed to at any point in time.

24.2

Risk will always exist and cannot be removed in its entirety; however, the
Council should always perform a risk review to identify any such risks and how
these can be mitigated.

24.3

Major capital schemes require careful management to mitigate, transfer or
eliminate the potential risks which can arise. Where key risks or opportunities
are identified they should subject to the provisions and processes set out in
the Council’s Corporate Risk Management Strategy.

25.

Managing Risk Effectively

25.1

The Council recognises that maintaining a dynamic risk aware culture is vitally
important as it goes through a period of significant change, with the increasing
need to balance the effects of budget reductions, changes to services
provided and possible increased demand. The benefits gained in managing
risk effectively are improved strategic, operational and financial management,
better decisions and outcome delivery, improved statutory compliance and
ultimately improving the services that people receive.

25.2

Risks specific to the delivery of the capital programme and Capital Strategy
are managed by a range of processes and groups:
•
•
•

25.3

Financial risks (e.g. overspending, slippage and re-profiling) are managed
through the council’s financial monitoring process which is reported bimonthly to SLT and Cabinet.
The progress of major projects is monitored through specific officer led
programme/project boards and Modern Council Board.
Any significant changes to the direction or financial or legal risks of any
major scheme are reported back to FSG, SLT and Cabinet.

Risk Management Framework

25.3.1 The Council has a strong risk management framework in place which provides
a process for the identification, management and reporting on risks. The risk
strategy, with the associated risk registers (strategic and departmental risk
registers), play an important part in the corporate governance structure of the
Council.
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26.

Risk Profile

26.1

Effective risk management means being risk aware, not risk averse. The
Council believes that:
•
•

risk needs to be managed rather than avoided, and that its response to
risk is proportionate.
the amount of risk the Council is prepared to accept or be exposed to (its
risk appetite) will vary according to the perceived significance of particular
risks, as well as regulatory or legislative constraints. It may be prepared to
take comparatively large risks in some areas and none at all in others.

27.

Other Assurance Frameworks

27.1

In addition to the council’s risk management framework, there are other
assurance frameworks to provide management and members the assurances
required over processes and controls.

27.2

The internal audit function has an audit programme whereby financial system
are reviewed on a rolling cycle. The findings and recommendations from these
audits are reviewed and actioned by officers and members updated through
the Audit Committee.

27.3

External audit provide additional assurance over our capital processes,
controls and management through their annual audit of our Statement of
Accounts.
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Section 10 – Knowledge and Skills
28.

Knowledge and Skills

28.1

Both the Capital Programme and the Treasury Management Strategy are
managed by teams of professionally qualified accountants with considerable
experience of local government finance. Officers maintain and develop their
skills and knowledge through a programme of Continuous Professional
Development and by attending various courses and conferences held by
CIPFA and other sector experts on an on-going basis.

28.2

The Chief Finance Officer in his capacity as Section 151 Officer has the overall
responsibility for ensuring the proper management of the Council’s capital
programme, asset portfolio and treasury management activity and follows an
on-going CPD programme.
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Annex A – Flexible Use of Capital Receipts Strategy

1.

Background

1.1

The MCHLG directive1 gives Councils the freedom to use capital receipts from
the sale of their own assets (excluding Right to Buy receipts) to
•
•
•

generate ongoing revenue savings in the delivery of public services; and/or
transform service delivery to reduce costs; and/or
transform service delivery in a way that reduces costs or demand for
services in future years for any of the public sector delivery partners.

1.2

The current directive is only applicable for capital expenditure which is
incurred by the Council for the financial years that begin on 1 April 2016, 1
April 2017, 1 April 2018, 1 April 2019, 1 April 2020 and 1 April 2021.

1.3

From 2018/19 Ealing has taken advantage of this flexibility. Full Council
approved Ealing’s Flexible Use of Capital Receipts Strategy on 18 December
2018 and noted an updated Strategy in February 2019 presented as part of
the Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS).

2.

Legislation and Guidance

2.1

Under the updated guidance on flexible use of capital receipts issued under
section 15 (1)(a) of the Local Government Act 2003 and effective from 1 April
2016 local authorities have the freedom to use capital receipts from the sale
of their own assets (excluded Right to Buy receipts) to help fund the revenue
costs of transformation projects and release savings.

2.2

The guidance is not prescriptive about the content of councils’ Flexible Use of
Capital Receipts’ strategy but requires the strategy to be approved either as
part of the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) or separately.

2.3

Accountability

2.3.1

Councils are required to disclose the individual projects that will be funded or
part funded through capital receipts flexibility to full Council or the equivalent.
This requirement can be satisfied as part of the annual budget setting process,
through MTFS or equivalent, or for those Council’s that sign up to a four year
settlement deal, as part of the required Efficiency Plan.

2.3.2

MCHLG guidance recommends that the strategy setting out details of projects
to be funded through flexible use of capital receipts is prepared prior to the
start of each financial year. Failure to meet this requirement does not mean
that a council cannot access the flexibility in that year. However, in this

1

Statutory Guidance on Flexible Use of Capital Receipts issued by Ministry of Communities, Housing & Local
Government (MCHLG) (March 2016) and MCHLG Flexible Use of Capital Receipts Direction Issued February
2018
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instance, the strategy should be presented to full Council or the equivalent at
the earliest possible opportunity.
2.3.3

The guidance allows Councils to update their strategy during the year.
However, if the Council do so they will be required to notify MCHLG. This is to
allow central Government to keep track of planned use of the flexibility for
national accounts purposes.

3.

Ealing’s Transformational Programme

3.1

The strategy approved by Council in December 2018 (as a separate report)
with a further update approved in February 2019 (part of MTFS) was in respect
of eligible costs on resourcing the service outcome reviews which have or will
support the delivery of the savings plans in the MTFS.

3.2

The Transformational Programme is included in the current capital
programme.

3.3

Transformational Programme Budget

3.3.1

The total approved budget included in the Capital Programme, in respect of
eligible costs was £2.661m. Table 1 below sets out the programme spend
profile.
Table 1: Capital Programme Budget

Transformational Programme

3.3.2

2019/20 £M

2020/21 £M

1.015

1.646

Total
£M
2.661

The Transformational Programme is supporting the delivery of the £12.347m
of approved saving plans detailed in the 2019/20 Budget Strategy reports in
October 2018, December 2018 and February 2019. These savings plans are
summarised in the table below.

Table 2: Savings Supported by Transformational Programme

Savings
Net Savings
Funded from Grants
Funded from HRA
Net General Fund
Savings

Total
Net
Future
MTFS
Savings
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
Savings Years
Total
£M
£M
£M
£M
£M
£M
£M
(4.489) (4.132) (4.074) (1.650) (14.345) (0.522) (14.867)
0.661
1.007
0.636
0.097
2.401
0.000
2.401
0.103
0.016
0.000
0.000
0.119
0.000
0.119
(3.725)

(3.109)

(3.438)

(1.553)

(11.825)

(0.522)

(12.347)

3.4

Eligible Capital Receipts

3.4.1

Ealing has sufficient eligible capital receipts in 2019/20 that could be used to
fund this spend. Utilising general capital receipts for this purpose will mean
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that borrowing for the existing capital programme will need to increase and
the associated borrowing costs will have an impact on revenue. However, the
borrowing costs will have a lower impact on revenue than the existing revenue
contribution required to the capital programme will not take Ealing outside its
existing prudential indicators (as set out in the Treasury Management
Strategy) regarding the affordability of its borrowing.
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